sports betting ai

What is ALLBEBET?

Allbebet is an infrastructure project in the sports and gaming area created for higher sports
achievement by using neurointelligence and blockchain technology. The Allbebet company
direction of development is business model making based on innovative technologies that can
unite millions of people from sport, gaming and betting industry.

What is ALLBEBET.BET?

Allbebet is an infrastructure project and there are several sports and gaming industry areas.
Allbebet.bet is the first marketed product released in accordance with the company roadmap.
Other products will be released when they are ready in accordance with the project roadmap.
We are now developing the following products:
1.
Allbebet.Analytics is an intellectual analytics and prediction of sports events service.
2.
Allbebet.News is the generation of original text content and sport matches preview
based on machine learning technologies and artificial intelligence.
3.
Allbebet.wallet is the company’s own wallet for cryptocurrency storage and exchange.

Who is the ALLBEBET.BET platform for?

The ALLBEBET platform is for any user category whether they are professional betting industry
users or not, social or financial status is of no importance, the ALLBEBET.BET platform is open
for anyone.

What technologies do you use?

1.Blockchain Ethereum (for mvp tests).
2.AI:
-Statistical Modeling,
-Artificial Neural Networks,
-Deep Learning,
-Collective Intelligence,
-Autoencoders,
-Artificial Immune Systems,
-Multi-agent systems,
-Self-organizing and adaptive systems,
-Sentiment analysis,
-Convolutional NN,
-Recurrent NN,
-Hierarchical-Temporal Memory.

What is ALLBEBET (ALB) token?

ALB token is an internal unit of account of the ALLBEBET infrastructure released on the
Ethereum blockchain platform of the ERС2O standard. It is fully compatible
with most Ether wallets and, in addition, can be stored and used in own company products.
ALB token usage:
Opportunity to place bets within the platform Allbebet.bet
"Marketplace" section provides an opportunity to buy clubs, players and sports
partners goods for the ALB token within the Allbebet.bet platform.
Opportunity to use the ALB token in other company services: Allbebet.Analytics and
Allbebet.news.
Opportunity of technical collaboration with other gambling sites that will allow partial
or complete integration of the token ALB into their infrastructure.
ALB can be converted into any currency pair supported by the platform in the User profile of
each platform.

Where can I store ALB tokens?

At the beginning we recommend to store ALB tokens in the User profile of the ALLBEBET
platform.

Will ALB token be traded on the exchange?

Yes, we are planning our project token listing on crypto-exchanges, but under the terms and
established practice between market and the project, this information is not revealed before
official listing confirmation by the market. To avoid misleading of users concerning early event
announcement and not reached agreement due to certain circumstances that might emerge,
we can only inform of approximate dates.

Where is your company based?

Our company jurisdiction is based in Estonia, which is loyal to blockchain projects. We are
licensed to cryptocurrency storage and exchange operations, as well as to cryptocurrency
wallet. More legal information is available in “Document” section on our site www.allbebet.io.

Where can I find more detailed information about the project?

More detailed information is available in our White Paper, available on https://Allbebet.io/
white_paper.pdf

How can I contact you?

You can contact us at info@allbebet.io

Is it safe to use your resources in the form of site, personal account and
cryptocurrency wallet when getting registered, transferring of personal data
and ALB token purchasing?

Yes, it is. You don’t have to be concerned about personal data safety or loss of funds, we do
not share information with any third party and our company products are with closed source.

Why do you use KYC?

We are the company with transparent legislation policy. At the moment KYC procedure is an
essential condition for fund-raising. We value our customers reputation as well as ours, and
try to respect international law when working with financial instruments.

How are you different from other projects?
Allbebet is fair betting of a new generation.

Our company mission is to make the world of sports industry transparent and fair. We make
products which will correspond to our mission and will make this industry much more
transparent, more profitable, faster and safer. We use Blockchain technologies and
implement AI to pursue this mission.
As the main goal of first Allbebet.bet product is creating total confidence between a player
and the platform, we create world first sports betting platform with total lack of regulators,
third parties and false information. We also provide support of artificial intelligence for
betting and analytics prediction. Used AI algorithms expand product opportunities thus
solving problems described in our documents.
Platform main advantages:
-p2p bets
-team bets
-totalizator
-event prediction
-event analytics
-ratings of players
-matches preview generated by neural networks
-matches broadcasting
-product marketplace (auction)
-referral and bonus programs
-AI use
-Allbebet.wallet
-blockchain and smart-contracts.

How can I contact ALLBEBET in case I have problems with my player’s
account, bets, site etc.?
You can contact us at info@allbebet.io

Can I open several accounts?

No, you can’t. Several accounts can’t be opened for fraud prevention reasons.

I want to become an ALLBEBET customer, what do I do first?

Visit our official site, read the main rules and opportunities of the ALLBEBET project and get
registered.

How can I take part in Bounty campaign of your project?

To take part in our Bounty campaign you should proceed to the relevant section of the site
for clarification of all the information.

What are the purposes of fund-raising?

We launch our fund-raising campaign to develop and scale the project.

Do you intend to enter the international market?

Yes, we do. This is our primary goal. After technical segment implementation, in the third
quarter, we are going to apply for a gambling license in Malta and Curacao.

Is additional ALB token emission expected in the future?

No, it isn’t. Additional emission will lead to dilution of existing shares and entail undesirable
risks.

What number of ALB tokens will be available during the sale stages of fundraising?

The total number of the emitted ALB tokens is 1.000.000.000 ALB. 40.000.000 (4% from the
emission) will be available for the sale on the exchange.

